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GROUPS SATISFYING THE WEAK CHAIN CONDITIONS 
FOR NORMAL SUBGROUPS 

MANFRED KARBE 

1. Introduction. A group G is said to satisfy the weak maximal condition 
for normal subgroups if it does not contain an infinite ascending chain 
Gi < G2 < - - < Gt < Gi+i < • • • of normal subgroups such that each 
of the indices \Gi+i'. Gy| is infinite. The weak minimal condition for normal 
subgroups is defined similarly. We denote these properties by Max — oo 
and Min — oo for normal subgroups. 

Groups satisfying the weak chain conditions for normal subgroups 
were first considered by L. A. Kurdacenko. In [6] he began the study of 
locally nilpotent groups with these conditions and obtained full informa
tion in the periodic case and in the torsion-free case, respectively. 

THEOREM (Kurdacenko [6]). (i) A periodic locally nilpotent group satisfies 
the condition Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal subgroups if and 
only if it is a Cernikov group. 

(ii) A torsion-free locally nilpotent group satisfies the condition Max — oo 
(resp. Min — oo) for normal subgroups if and only if it is a nilpotent mini
max group. 

Recently Kurdacenko [8] was able to give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for an arbitrary locally nilpotent group to satisfy the condition 
Min — oo for normal subgroups. For a short survey of results in this 
direction, in particular with respect to Kurdacenko's paper [7] on groups 
satisfying the weak chain conditions for subnormal subgroups, see Curzio 
[2]. 

In this note we are concerned with the effect of the weak chain condi
tions for normal subgroups within the class of (locally) solvable groups. 
Our first result provides the tool for short proofs of the remaining the
orems. 

THEOREM A. If the group G satisfies the condition Max — oo (resp. 
Min — co) for normal subgroups and His a subgroup of G with finite index, 
then H satisfies the condition Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal 
subgroups. 
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The following main result of this work will extend part (i) of Kur-
dacenko's theorem to a certain class of locally solvable groups. 

THEOREM B. Let G be a periodic locally solvable group such that there 
is a uniform bound n on the ranks of the chief factors ofG. If G satisfies the 
condition Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal subgroups, then G is a 
Cernikov group. 

Since chief factors of locally supersolvable groups are cyclic of prime 
order (cf. [5], p. 11, 1.B.7), this implies 

COROLLARY B1. A periodic locally supersolvable group with the condition 
Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal subgroups is a Cernikov group. 

In view of Theorem A and the very strong result of Sunkov [12] that a 
locally finite group with finite Prüfer rank is a finite extension of a locally 
solvable group, one obtains a further corollary. 

COROLLARY B2. A locally finite group with finite Prüfer rank is a Cernikov 
group if it satisfies the condition Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal 
subgroups. 

Observe that Theorem B cannot be extended to arbitrary periodic locally 
solvable groups: McLain (cf. [10], pp. 167-168) has constructed an in
finite, locally finite and locally solvable group G which is not solvable 
and whose only non-trivial normal subgroups are the terms of its derived 
series. Furthermore, each non-trivial normal subgroup of G has finite 
index in G. Hence G satisfies both the weak maximal condition and the 
weak minimal condition for normal subgroups. 

In the course of the proof of Theorem B, we shall make use of the 
following result which can also be interpreted as a new characterization 
of finite solvable groups. 

THEOREM C. The residually finite, periodic solvable group G satisfies 
the condition Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal subgroups if and 
only if G is finite. 

We mention a useful consequence of Theorems C and A which can be 
verified easily by the reader. 

THEOREM D. Every periodic solvable group satisfying the condition 
Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal subgroups is a finite extension of 
an ^-perfect group satisfying the condition Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) 
for normal subgroups. 

Thus, in studying periodic solvable groups with the weak chain con
ditions for normal subgroups, one can naturally concentrate his attention 
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on ^-perfect groups, that is, groups having no proper subgroups of finite 
index. Using this fact, we prove 

THEOREM E. For periodic solvable groups, the condition Min — oo foi-
normal subgroups implies Min — n, the minimal condition for normal sub
groups. 

REMARK. This has also been announced (without proof) by D. I. 
Zaicev and L. A. Kurdacenko at the Eighth All-Union Symposium on 
Group Theory in Sumy, 1982; see [14], p. 37. Now compare [15] 

In [11], Silcock has shown that metanilpotent groups with Min — n 
are countable. Therefore we may state 

COROLLARY E. A periodic metanilpotent group satisfying the condition 
Min — oo for normal subgroups is countable. 

In the context of this corollary, it should be mentioned that an example 
of Hartley [4] demonstrates the existence of uncountable solvable groups 
(of length 3) satisfying Min — n. On the other hand, it is not difficult to 
see that solvable groups with the condition Max — oo for normal sub
groups are always countable. Another example of Hartley [3], however, 
shows that this is definitely false for periodic locally solvable groups 
which even satisfy Max — n, the maximal condition on normal subgroups. 

The notation and terminology in this paper is standard and will follow 
Robinson [10]. 

I am very grateful to Professor O. H. Kegel for the many conversations 
about weak chain conditions in infinite groups. Also I would like to thank 
the referee for Theorem B in its present form which is a slight general
ization of my original version. 

2. Proofs. We begin by proving Theorem A. The proof is based on 
J. S. Wilson's proof of the corresponding statement about groups satis
fying Max — n or Min — /i; see [13]. 

PROOF OF THEOREM A. We present a proof of the theorem only for the 
condition Max — oo for normal subgroups; a similar argument can be 
applied to the condition Min — oo for normal subgroups. 

Suppose that H does not have the property Max — oo for normal sub
groups. Since G/COTQG(H) is finite, we may assume that H is normal in G. 
Denote by jV the set of all normal subgroups N of G such that N is con
tained in H and HIN does not satisfy the condition Max — oo for normal 
subgroups. Since the group G satisfies the condition Max — oo for normal 
subgroups, there exists an element Ke Jf such that the index \M: K\ is 
finite for all M G / with K < M. 
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Let Sf be the set of all non-empty finite subsets X of G with the follow
ing property: if 

K= Kx< K2< . . . < K{< Ki+1 < . . -

is an infinite ascending sequence of normal subgroups of i/, where each 
of the indices \Ki+1: Kt] is infinite, then 

|Corex(iQ: K\ < oo 

for all i. Obviously, any transversal to H in G belongs to the set Sf so 
that Sf is not empty. 

We now select a minimal element of £*, say X, and we may assume that 
1 e X. The subset X contains at least two elements; for otherwise H/K 
would satisfy the condition Max — oo for normal subgroups. Conse
quently, the set 

x* = x\{\} 

is not empty. By the minimality of X it follows that X* $ Sf. 
Let K = Ki < K2 < • • • < Ki < Ki+1 < • • • be an infinite ascending 

sequence of normal subgroups of H such that all indices \Ki+1: Kt-\ are 
infinite. Put 

L{ = Ki Corex*(tf,). 

Then K{ ^ L{ < H and L{ ^ Li+1. Suppose that \Li+i: L{\ is finite; 
then 

(1) |K,+1Corex.(K,): Kt- Core**(tf,)| < oo. 

Since 

|A,.+1 fi Core*>(*,) :Ki fl Corex*(/Q| |tf, fl C o r e ^ ) : tf| 

^ \Kt.+1 fl Core**(Km) : tf| 

and 

|tf,+1 fi Corex*(Km) : tf| = |Corex(^,+1): * | < oo, 

one also has 

(2) \Ki+1 fl CorMÄ,) : A, fi Con*(* , ) | < oo. 

But from (1) and (2) it follows that 

\Ki+l : K{\ < oo, 

a contradiction. 
This shows that the subgroups L{ form an infinite ascending chain of 

normal subgroups of H such that each of the indices \Li+ï : L{\ is infinite. 
By definition of ̂ , this implies that 
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\Coxex(Li) : K\ < oo 

for all /. 
Next Lt is contained in KtCorex(Li), so Lt = K{CovQx{Lt). Therefore 

LJKf is a homomorphic image of the finite group CoxQx(Lt)/K
 a n d thus 

is itself finite. But then |Corex*(^): Corex(J^)| is also finite, which to
gether with the finiteness of \COTQX(^Ì)

 : ^1 yields that 

ICorMIQ : K\ = |Core^(tf,) : Core^/QI |Corex(^) : K\ < oo. 

Consequently X* e &>, which is impossible. This final contradiction com
pletes the proof of the theorem. 

The proof of Theorem B depends on Theorem C, which we establish 
first. 

PROOF OF THEOREM C. We have only to show the necessity of the condi
tion. If G is abelian, then G is a minimax group (cf. Baer [1], Lemma 1.2) 
and therefore, being periodic, G satisfies the minimal condition for sub
groups. Now the assertion follows at once from the residual finiteness. 
So let G be non-abelian and denote by A a maximal abelian normal 
subgroup of G containing the last non-trivial term of the derived series 
of G. Then, by a lemma of Learner (cf. [9], p. 166, Corollary), G/A is 
residually finite so that we may assume by induction on the derived 
length of G that G/A is finite. Theorem A now yields that A satisfies the 
condition Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal subgroups, and the 
beginning of the proof shows that A is finite. Hence G is finite, as required. 

PROOF OF THEOREM B. Let Xj Y be a chief factor of G and C = CG(X/ Y). 
Then C <] G, and G/C is a finite solvable group of automorphisms of 
X/Y, since Xj Y is elementary abelian of rank ^ n. Thus, G/C <-• GL(n,p) 
for some prime p. By a well-known theorem of Zassenhaus (cf. [10], 
p. 78, Theorem 3.23), there is a function f(n) which bounds the derived 
length of G/C; thus G/(»> c C. 

Now let S be the intersection of the centralizers of all the chief factors 
of G. Then 

i) G/(w) c 5, 
ii) G/S is residually finite, 

iii) S is locally nilpotent (cf. [5], p. 16, 1.B.10). 

By Theorem C, G/S is finite, and Theorem A shows that S satisfies the 
condition Max — oo (resp. Min — oo) for normal subgroups. It follows 
from part (i) of Kurdacenko's theorem that S is a Cernikov group, and 
since G/S is finite, G is also a Cernikov group. 

It remains to prove Theorem E. Here, in view of Theorem D, it will 
suffice to establish the following 
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PROPOSITION. If G is an tF-perfect, periodic group with the property 
Min — co for normal subgroups, then G satisfies Min — n. 

PROOF. If this is false, then G contains an infinite descending sequence 
of normal subgroups, say 

Ni > N2 > • • • > Ni > Nj+i > • • • . 

Put G = G/N and Nt- = NJN where N = f] S=iN£. Since G, and hence 
also G, satisfies the condition Min — oo for normal subgroups, there 
exists a positive integer k such that 

\Nk/Nk+J\ < oo 

for all j e N. Thus each centralizer Cô(Nk/Nk+j) has finite index in G. 
Since G is J^-perfect, it follows that 

G = Cö(Nk/Nk+J) 

for all j e N. But then £((5) must contain Nk, contrary to the fact that 
C,(G) satisfies the minimal condition for subgroups. For the latter, observe 
that £(G) must satisfy the weak minimum condition for subgroups and 
hence is a periodic abelian minimax group (cf. Baer [1], Lemma 1.2). 
Thus the proposition is proved. 
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